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Do academic libraries have a role as publishers 
› Australian context 
› Australian Universities Publishers Group 
› Sydney context and services  
 
› Rationales – why libraries 
- integrated services 
- expertise and partnerships 
- continuity 
 
Towards sustainability 
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The Australian context – government funding 
drivers / building infrastructure  
› Research funding – defining publication for research points and federal 
funding - Higher Education Research Data Collection (HERDC) 
 
› Research assessment – new funding frameworks on quality research 
outputs – ERA (Excellence of Research for Australia) 
›   
› eResearch - publishing / citing  / re-using data – Australian National Data 
Service (ANDS) 
 
› Funding compliance for public access 
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Australian Universities Publishers Group 
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A library based press with a traditional history 
integrating services to facilitate academic 
communication 
› positioned to integrate digital management, access and publishing 
services 
  repositories and digital collections, 
  digital archiving, 
  data management and citation, 
  institutional compliance, 
  outputs from new projects 
  persistent citations with new forms of open / managed access.  
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Integrated services 
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Supporting public debate  
from project partner to publishing partner 
 
 
› Building partnerships through the life cycle of research 
 
› partnering through expertise in digital and data management 
 
› capacity to engage in new and emerging forms of research expression and 
outputs – handling data, electronic arts, scientific modelling and animation 
 
› agile, lean, and using innovative publishing forms and platforms that can 
deliver content faster into an open environment than traditional distribution 
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Data - partnerships for research 
12 
Interactivity 
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PUBLISHING DATA TO MARKET 
 15 
INNOVATIVE 
DELIVERY 
continuity among digital ephemera  
› continuity and persistence of access a growing concern for researchers 
and administrators 
› dependencies on the ‘born digital’, challenges of legacy data, fear of the 
digital ‘dark age’  
› digital preservation and data archiving are seen as institutional challenges 
which engage libraries directly 
› dynamic new publishing technologies, softwares, platforms compound the 
challenges 
› publishing partnership with libraries (with preservation mandates) 
recognises these issues. 
›   
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Digital collections 
17 
platforms, publishing and partnerships 
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› archiving 
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Adding value – print on demand via SUP 
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Values matrix – towards sustainability 
Direct income 
sales and diversified income 
accrued via eStore,‘long tail’ 
publishing of backlist, trade 
pricing, eStore services to 
university departments 
Tangible benefits 
citation/OA download 
metrics, research 
assessments, productivity 
index etc 
Indirect income 
publishing subsidies, 
research publication funding 
points, etc 
Intangible benefits  
scholarly/intellectual value, 
social impact, authority, 
brand etc 
  
credibility and futures 
› Demonstrating credibility as publisher 
- through partnerships 
- by impact 
- by operational sustainability 
- delivering tangible value and benefits to the library, institution, researchers 
› Futures 
- extending partnerships and collaboration 
- consolidating business model 
- data and publishing – experimental  
- more strategic publishing program 
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› Thank you 
 
› r.coleman@sydney.edu.au 
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